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May 22nd 1970.

Dear Miss Snell,

What can I say that has not been said already?

I refuse to become maudlin. I prefer to remind you of those World War II college years from 1942 to 1946. Remember the hockey trips, when, instead of hopping into your blue Packard, (and that dates me!) we instead hopped on the local bus and then the P & W or train in order to get to Penn or Bryn Mawr or Temple? And remember the college songs we sang to the tired business men on the return trips? Remember the flat tire we had as we rode on the road to Williamsburg to play W & M? And remember Sieb Pancoast arriving there in full navy uniform to take some of the gals to dinner?

These happy experiences, plus knowing you as a professor, coach and friend have had an untold influence on my life, as a teacher, wife and mother, and in effect all three together.

All I can say is a simple, humble, Thank You.

Wick and I both wish you all the best in health and happiness.

With deepest regards,

Jan